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Reference Proposed Applications for Llanbrynmair and Carnedd Wen Wind Farms

Dear Sir / Madam,

I wish to strongly object to these proposed wind farm applications.

Although I am now well into my 80's, I was from a farming family and brought up to value and care for our
countryside. Although I am old now, these feelings still run very deep. My son's family live on a farm in
Montgomeryshire and have been blighted by these proposals for some years now. Such developments and
their distribution infrastructure would ruin the beautiful landscape of Mid Wales. It is therefore essential we
all consider the full and long term impact of these proposals, not just a wind farm plaruring application in
isolation.

The total impact would be significant if even more applications continue to go through; a landscape covered
with wind turbines seen for many miles, a substantial 400Kv National Grid line travãlhng across upland
areas and down valleys to reach existing lines in England and the movernent ofequipmeãt and turbine parts
for years to come on roads that cannot cope with the summer traffic now!

furelV' our_Government should listen to the local people of Mid V/ales who have made it quite clear that
they strongly object to these developments. Surely, o.r Gove.nment should be taking a difierent upfroã"f, to
generating electricity in Great Britain by:

¡ Promoting further the generation of electricity locally through households generating their own
power and supplying the local network when individual needs are met.o lnvesting in new technology that can generate electricity safely and cleanly - after all wind turbines
are very 'old hat' and totally inefficient (th¡s has been documented over the past few years) so why
pursue something that cannot meet our needs?

Please reject these planning applications on the grounds stated above.
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Yours faithfully,
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